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Fermi surface 共FS兲 maps and spectral intensities obtained recently in Nd2⫺x Cex CuO4⫾ ␦ via high resolution
ARPES measurements are analyzed using mean-field Hartree Fock and self-consistent renormalization computations within the framework of the one-band t⫺t ⬘ ⫺t ⬙ ⫺U Hubbard model Hamiltonian. We show that the
remarkable observed crossover of the FS from small to large sheets reflects a reduction in the value of the
effective Hubbard U with increasing electron doping and the collapse of the correlation induced Mott
pseudogap just above optimal doping.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.140513

PACS number共s兲: 74.25.Jb, 71.18.⫹y, 74.72.⫺h, 79.60.Bm

The Nd2⫺x Cex CuO4⫾ ␦ 共NCCO兲 high-T c superconductor
offers unique opportunities for investigating electron correlation effects in the cuprates. The reason is that the doped
electrons in NCCO occupy states above the correlation induced gap 共or more properly the pseudogap兲 in the electronic
spectrum of the half-filled parent insulating compound. In
sharp contrast, hole-doping involves states lying below the
gap. In this connection, a recent angle-resolved photoemission 共ARPES兲 study of NCCO 共Ref. 1兲 reveals a remarkable
crossover from small Fermi surface 共FS兲 pockets near halffilling to a large three-pieced FS around optimal doping. This
article examines the implications of the aforementioned
ARPES results with respect to fundamental correlation effects in the cuprates.
Our analysis proceeds within the framework of the
one-band2 Hubbard Hamiltonian with hopping parameters t,
t ⬘ , t ⬙ and the on-site repulsive interaction U, where we have
carried out extensive mean field 共MF兲 Hartree Fock as well
as self-consistent renormalization 共SCR兲 共Refs. 3,4兲 computations. Highlights of the new results reported here are as
follows. We show that the experimentally observed evolution
of the FS of NCCO requires a decreasing value of effective
U with increasing electron doping. In particular, the Mott
pseudogap in the electronic spectrum is found to collapse
around optimal doping as the staggered magnetization goes
to zero and the T⫽0 Neel ordered state terminates, yielding
a quantum critical point 共QCP兲. We emphasize that much of
the existing literature on electron-doped cuprates invokes t
⫺J models which assume a large, doping-independent U.
The present results indicate that t⫺J models are intrinsically
limited for describing the electron-doped cuprates and that
the use of t⫺U models is essential. Finally, we have carried
out extensive first-principles simulations of photointensities
in order to ascertain that the key spectral features discussed
in this article 共e.g., growth of the (  /2, /2) centered hole
orbit with doping兲 are genuine correlations effects beyond
the conventional LDA framework and are not related to the
energy and k dependencies of the ARPES matrix element.5
We set the stage for our discussion by summarizing some
relevant results of our SCR and MF calculations. 共The SCR
theory which includes fluctuations is of course more accurate.兲 For the 2D t⫺t ⬘ ⫺t ⬙ ⫺U Hubbard model, we obtain in
the MF the expected long-range anti-ferromagnetic 共AFM兲
0163-1829/2002/66共14兲/140513共4兲/$20.00

Neel order at a transition temperature, T Nm f , which is associated with the occurrence of a gap ⌬ m f in the spectrum. When
fluctuation effects are incorporated through the SCR scheme,
the Neel transition is suppressed so that T N →0, consistent
with the Mermin-Wagner theorem,6 but a pseudogap ⌬ * tied
to the appearance of short-range AFM correlations turns on
near a temperature T * . We find in particular that ⌬ * ⯝⌬ m f
and T * ⯝T Nm f . In other words, the MF values ⌬ m f and T Nm f
can be viewed as being representative of the pseudogap and
its onset in the two-dimensional 共2D兲 Hubbard case.7,8 This
is a key observation suggested by our SCR and MF analysis.
Incidentally, when we include interlayer hopping in our
Hamiltonian, a finite T N is restored with little effect on ⌬ * if
T N ⬍⬍T * , which is the case here. Hence ⌬ * and T N get
decoupled, even though the MF solution incorrectly couples
these two quantities.9
Another aspect which bears emphasis is that for hole doping the AFM solution obtained in the MF is unstable towards
the formation of incommensurate phases or phase
separation.10,11 In sharp contrast, we find that in the electrondoped case the MF and SCR solutions do not show such an
instability. These results indicate that the MF solution—
when interpreted properly along the lines of the preceding
paragraph—can be remarkably valuable in describing the
electron-doped cuprates.
With this motivation, we focus now on the presentation
and interpretation of the MF results. Our one-band Hubbard
model is defined by the independent particle dispersion ⑀ k
⫽⫺2t(c x ⫹c y )⫺4t ⬘ c x c y ⫺4t ⬙ (c 2x ⫹c 2y ⫺1),
with
ci
⫽coskia and lattice constant a. The band parameters are
taken to be t⫽0.326 eV, t ⬘ ⫽⫺0.25t, t ⬙ ⫽0.1t, independent
of doping.12 On-site repulsion U is treated as a dopingdependent effective parameter U e f f (x), with U e f f (0)⫽6t.
For the half-filled case (x⫽0), the preceding values are generally consistent with earlier t⫺J and t⫺U model
calculations.13–15
The Mott gap ⌬ m f is well known to arise in the MF 共using
spin-density-wave treatment16兲 from a finite expectation
value of the staggered magnetization m Q at wave vector Q
⫽(  ,  ). The energy spectrum then consists of an upper
Hubbard band 共UHB兲, which is empty at half-filling, and a
lower Hubbard band 共LHB兲 共Ref. 17兲 given by
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FIG. 1. 共Color兲 Top row: Theoretical FS maps in NCCO for
different dopings x, obtained by integrating the spectral density
function 共see Eq. 3兲 over an energy window of 60 meV around E F ;
highs denoted by red and lows by blue. Bottom row: Corresponding
experimental maps after Ref. 1.

E kU,L ⫽ 共 ⑀ k⫹ ⑀ k⫹Q⫾E 0k兲 /2
1⫽U

兺k 关 f 共 E kL 兲 ⫺ f 共 E kU 兲兴 /E 0k ,

共1兲
共2兲

where the ⫹(⫺) sign refers to the UHB共LHB兲; the gap between UHB and LHB is 2⌬ m f . Here, E 0k⫽ 关 ( ⑀ k⫺ ⑀ k⫹Q) 2
⫹4(⌬ m f ) 2 兴 1/2, and f is the Fermi function. We solve Eqs. 1
and 2 self-consistently as a function of electron doping such
that the computed value of ⌬ m f equals the experimentally
observed value of the pseudogap which yields U e f f (x) as a
function of x. The single-particle Green function is
G 共 k,E 兲 ⫽u k2 关 E⫺E kU 兴 ⫺1 ⫹ v k2 关 E⫺E kL 兴 ⫺1 ,

共3兲

where the weights or ‘‘coherence’’ factors of states in the
UHB and LHB are u k2 ⫽1⫺ v k2 ⫽„1⫹( ⑀ k⫺ ⑀ k⫹Q)/2E 0k…/2.
Equation 3 allows the computation of the spectral density
A(k,E) via Im关 G(k,E) 兴 . The FS maps are obtained from

FIG. 2. Dispersions of UHB and LHB for various dopings x. E F
defines the energy zero. Spectral weights 共see Eq. 3兲 are given by
thickness of bands.

FIG. 3. Integrated spectral weight around 共a兲 (  /2, /2), and 共b兲
(  ,0) points, for four different doping levels, x. Insets give the k
regions over which the spectral weight was integrated. E F defines
the energy zero.

A(k,E F ) with energy fixed at the Fermi energy E F . These
theoretical FS emission maps do not account for the effects
of the ARPES matrix element5—a point to which we return
below.
Figure 1 compares theoretical 共top row兲 and
experimental1 共bottom row兲 evolution of the FS with doping.
The agreement is seen to be remarkable: At low doping (x
⫽0.04), both sets of maps show the appearance of small FS
pockets centered at (  ,0) and (0, ); With increasing doping
(x⫽0.10), these pockets begin to look squarish in shape
with half of the square losing much of its intensity, and additionally, a pocket begins to form around (  /2, /2) and
weak intensity appears around the magnetic Brillouin zone
共BZ兲 boundary 关diagonal line joining the (  ,0) and (0, )
points兴; Finally, at x⫽0.15, the (  /2, /2) pocket is well
formed and the three pieces of the FS, when viewed together,
begin to resemble a single large (  ,  )-centered FS sheet
displaying ‘‘hot-spots’’18 共points of intersection of FS with
the BZ diagonal兲.
Insight into this FS evolution is provided by the dispersions of the UHB and LHB in Fig. 2. The linewidths depict
spectral weights of various k states in Eq. 3. E F is seen to

FIG. 4. 共Color兲 Theoretical FS maps in NCCO obtained via first
principles simulations which include the effect of the ARPES matrix element but not of strong correlations for two different polarizations 共white arrows兲 at a photon energy of 16 eV. Color scheme
as in Fig. 1.
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shift smoothly into the UHB with increasing doping. At low
doping, in Fig. 2共b兲, E F lies above the band minimum in the
UHB at X and gives rise to the (  ,0)-centered electron
pocket19 with a symmetrical pocket at (0, ). At x⫽0.10, in
Fig. 2共c兲, the intersection of E F with the UHB is seen to have
little weight along the ⌫⫺X line, but a large spectral weight
along X⫺S, thereby explaining how one-half of the (  ,0)
electron pocket loses intensity at the expense of the other
half as noted in connection with Fig. 1 above. Moreover, in
Fig. 2共c兲, the cusp in the LHB near (  /2, /2) 共located
slightly closer to ⌫ on the ⌫⫺S line兲 lies within the experimental resolution of Ref. 1 and begins to yield intensity. At
x⫽0.15, the (  /2, /2) hole pocket is well formed, but the k
states in one-half of this pocket possess relatively little
weight and the thick portions of the UHB and LHB resemble
the uncorrelated band structure, the presence of a small residual gap notwithstanding. These theoretical dispersions are
in reasonable accord with the measurements, which are limited at the moment mostly to the LHB around the (  /2, /2)
and (0, ) region.1 Also, in this doping regime, transport
studies find evidence for two-band conduction and a change
in the sign of the Hall coefficient;20 the hole pocket associated with the LHB can explain both these effects.
The energy dependence of spectral weights in the vicinity
of the (  /2, /2) and (  ,0) points is considered in Fig. 3. At
(  /2, /2) in Fig. 3共a兲, LHB and UHB lie below and above
E F respectively at low doping, but shift rapidly towards E F
with increasing doping. Since ARPES only sees states below
E F , the results of Fig. 3共a兲 are in accord with the corresponding ARPES data 关see Fig. 2共a兲 of Ref. 1兴 where the
spectral weight is seen to move from a binding energy of 1.3
eV to 0.3 eV in going from x⫽0 to x⫽0.15. The behavior of
spectra differs sharply at (  ,0) in Fig. 3共b兲. Here, at low
doping, UHB lies at E F while the LHB lies well below E F .
With increasing doping, the LHB rapidly moves towards E F ,
but the UHB slowly moves to lower energy. In the corresponding ARPES data 关see Fig. 2共b兲 of Ref. 1兲, an increase
in the spectral weight in the vicinity of E F is seen much like
the results of Fig. 3共b兲, suggesting that electrons first enter
the UHB at the (  ,0) point.
In order to ascertain whether the FS features of Fig. 1
could be caused by effects of the ARPES matrix element,5
we have carried out extensive first-principles simulations of
the ARPES intensities in NCCO based on the conventional
LDA-based band theory framework where the ARPES matrix element is properly treated and the photoemission process is modeled by including full crystal wave functions in
the presence of the surface.5,21 A variety of photon energies,
polarizations, and surface terminations were sampled. The
computed FS maps for the Nd-CuO2 -Nd-O2 -terminated surface at 16 eV shown in Fig. 4 for two different polarizations
are typical. The intensity is seen to undergo large variations
around the S(  ,  ) centered hole orbit, and to nearly vanish
along certain high symmetry lines in some cases. Nevertheless, we do not find any situation which resembles the doping
dependencies displayed in Fig. 1. It is clear that strong correlation effects beyond the conventional LDA-based picture

FIG. 5. 共a兲 Various calculations of U e f f (x): Values from a
screened computation 共see text兲 for electrons 共solid lines兲 and holes
共dashed lines兲; filled circles: this work; arrow, Kanamori 共Ref. 22兲;
star, Monte Carlo studies 共Ref. 23,24兲. 共b兲 Staggered magnetization
m Q(x) for present computations.

are needed to describe the experimental ARPES spectra and
that the t⫺t ⬘ ⫺t ⬙ ⫺U Hubbard model captures some of the
essential underlying physics.
Figure 5共a兲 compares the x dependence of U e f f (x) found
in the current study 共solid dots兲 with various estimates given
in the caption.22–24 We have also carried out a computation
of U e f f (x) where the bare U⫽6.75t was screened using,
U e f f ⫽U/(1⫹ 具 P 典 U), via the charge susceptibility P. The
U e f f so obtained for electrons 共solid line兲 as well as holes
共dashed兲 is shown. Figure 5共a兲 clearly shows that the weakening of U e f f with increasing doping adduced in this work—
one of our key results—is consistent with a number of other
calculations and models.25
The x dependence of the staggered magnetization, m Q(x),
shown in Fig. 5共b兲, is interesting. m Q(x) and hence the
pseudogap (⬀m Q(x)) is seen to vanish slightly above optimal doping where the T⫽0 Neel ordered phase also terminates, yielding a QCP.26 Notably, superconductivity near an
AFM QCP has been reported in a number of
systems27—including the hole-doped cuprates.28
For hole doping, however, the FS evolution follows a very
different route. In the one-band Hubbard model29 holes first
enter the LHB as small hole pockets around (  /2, /2).
However, as already noted,10 the uniformly doped AFM state
is unstable and leads to complications of 共nanoscale兲 phase
separation and stripe physics not expected for electron
doping11. Indeed, characteristic experimental signatures of
stripe order, e.g., the 1/8 anomaly and the NQR wipeout,
appear greatly attenuated if not absent in NCCO,30 and E F
shifts smoothly with doping into the UHB.31 Despite these
differences, the pseudogap and short-range AFM order collapse in a QCP at a very similar doping level with hole or
electron doping,28,32 although in hole-doped cuprates interpretation of the pseudogap is ambiguous both because the
UHB lies above E F and because there are competing orders
capable of inducing spectral gaps.8
A crossover from small to large FS has been studied before using slave bosons for the t⫺J models,19 but the inti-
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mate connection with the Mott pseudogap collapse has not
previously been noted. Indeed, the t⫺J class of models,
which simplifies the problem by assuming that U is so large
that one Hubbard subband can be neglected, will have difficulty whenever the two subbands approach, and can only
analyze this situation with additional parameters or by reintroducing U. Hence, a model which works directly with U
obtains considerable advantage.33
In conclusion, this study indicates that electron doped
NCCO is an ideal test case for investigating how the Mott
gap evolves with doping in a Mott insulator, untroubled by

complications of stripe phases. The doping dependence of
U e f f adduced in this work has implications in understanding
the behavior of cuprates more generally since the pseudogap
in both the electron and the hole doped systems must arise
from the same fundamental gap at sufficiently low doping.
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